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MAO Jianshan WANG Maoquan

(Institute of Plasma Physics, Academia Sinica, Hefei)

ABSTRACT

A modified Ohm's law for the electric conductivity calculation is presented,

where the modified ohmic current can be compensated by the bootstrap current. A

comparison of TEXT tokamak experiment with the theories shows that the modi-

fied Ohm's law is a more close approximation to the tokamak experiments than the

classical and neoclassical theories and can not lead to the absurd result of

and the extended neoclassical theory would be not necessary.

* The experimental data quoted in the present paper were obtained by MAO Jianshan during her work on the TEXT in
FRC, Texas, USA.



INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the usual neoclassical theory (based on Coulomb colli-

sions) is found not applicable in tokamaks in some aspects* since the electron ther-

mal transport in all tokamaks is anomalously large. For this reason* some au-

thors1-1^ have suggested the possibility of the presence of electron turbulence which

enhances the transfer of momentum and energy between electrons, but not be-

tween electrons and ions. This leads to an extanded neoclassical theory where the

electron-electron collision rate is anomalous and is enhanced above the Coulomb val-

ue , while the electron-ion collision rate is unaffected (as well as the Spitzer resistiv-

ity). Thus the extended neoclassical theory interprets naturally an anomalous elec-

tron thermal transport, and specially when the electron-electron collision rate e-

quals or approximately equals the Coulomb value. The theory becomes equivalent

to the usual neoclassical theory.

In fact, in various tokamak experiments (on D-IlF13, PLTC2:|, T E X T ^ , AS-

DEX [4], JT-60 [5 ] , TEXTOR [6], JET[7~9:1 and TFTRCl0-11]), one can conclude that

the extended neoclassical theory cannot take the place of the usual neoclassical theo-

ry. Among a lot of experiments'-1-1 related to electric conductivity, some experi-

ments are consistent with the neoclassical theory, but not with the extended neo-

classical theory. And other experiments appear to be incompatible with both the

theories. Although the neoclassical theory can sometimes obtain the electric con-

ductivity which is consistent with the tokamak experiments. It would bring about

the absorb result of an effective ion charge number, Ze«, and make it below unity.

With regand to the facts mentioned above, we present a model in this paper to ex-

plain the electric conductivity where the bootstrap current is taken into account.

Including the bootstrap current, the total current density can be written in the

form

where / , f\ are a function of the poloidal field Bp and inverse aspect ratio, e, <r0 is

the classical conductivity. The formula shows that the modified term of electric

conductivity is of the same order of magnitude as the modified term of bootstrap

current and both the effects cancel each other out. Thus this implies that the for-

mula of j becomes J***OQE% i. e. , the electric conductivity approximately equals the

classical value.

This paper is arranged as the following: Introduction to the classical and neo-
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classical electric conductivity and a comparison of the TEXT experimental results

with the theories mentioned above are given in section 1. In section 2» the extend-

ed neoclassical theory is briefly introduced. In section 3» we present the physical

consideration and calculation of the electric conductivity with the appearance of

bootstrap current. Finally, in section 4 the conclusion is given.

1 CLASSICAL AND NEOCLASSICAL ELECTRIC CONDUC-
TIVITY AND A COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTS WITH
THEORIES

The classical electric conductivity based on Coulomb collisions (i. e. , Spitzer

conductivity) is given by1-12-1

(TQ = nte
z/fnt^F(ZeH) (1)

where v« is the electron-ion Coulomb collision frequency* FiZ^u) is a function of

According to the neoclassical theory the modification of classical electric con-

ductivity is

where CNC is a modification of the Spitzer conductivity resulted from the neoclassical

theory[13]:

( 2 )

where CR = % ^ ' j ? 7 f*) &Z*) = 0. 58 + 0. 20

u* is a collision parameter:

/T (p) is modified factor due to the toroidal effect:

( l - e ( f ) ) 2

Mp) = 1 -
( l - f l . 46

where e (p) = ^-/O,aand RQ are the minor and major radii respectively, p = r/a,

q is the safety factor, «e is the electron thermal velocity, r^ is the elecrton-electron

collison time.

In order to compare the experiments with the above theories, the experimen-
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tal data are used such as electron

temperature Tt (r) and density n*

( r ) , which are obtained from the

TEXT tokamak experiment using
us

Thomson scattering measurement. N

Substituting Tt(r) ,n*(r) and the pa-

rameters: plasma current 7P , loop

voltage VL • Ro and a into the classical

and neocalssical formulae for electric Fig. 1 The comparison of Neo-classical Z««

conductivity, the values of Ze« and and Spitzer Z««

q(p) , the safety factor, are obtained. A comparison of the classical theoretical re-

sult with the neoclassical result shows that the neoclassical Z^ is always less than

the Spitzer ZJ{ and ZjJf «*0. 5 ZJ , as shown in Fig. 1. It is especially noteworthy

that for clean discharges in hydrogen, the Z& calculated by neoclassical theory

would be less than unity. This unreasonable result is also obtained from D-III,

PLT, JT-60 tokamaksCl4].

2 THE EXTENDED NEOCLASSICAL THEORY

In order to explain the inconsistency between the experiments and the neoclas-

sical theory, the extended neoclassical theory (ENCT)[15fl6:i was presented, where

the electron-electron collision rate equals anomalous value f. , while the electron-ion

collision rate y« is unaffected and equals to the Coulomb value, and vjv^ > 103 ,

where«/« is the Coulomb value. From Eq. ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) it can be seen that the

Spitzer conductivity is only related to vA and considering that ua » u^ and the

modified term CNC S ^ 1 » the neoclassical conductivity is similar as the Spitzer con-

ductivity. In short, the ENCT can explain some inconsistency qualitatively in the

experiments, but it cannot explain all experiments including JET, TFTR.

3 OHM'S LAW AND EFFECTIVE Z IN THE PRESENCE OF
THE BOOTSTRAP CURRENT

In calculating ZJ in section 1, the modification of electric conductivity due to

the neoclassical theory reflects an addition of the modified factor CNC due to the

toroidal effect as a function of collision parameters. In this paper, an analysis is

made on the basis of the neoclassical Ohm's law.
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Usually, the neoclassical Ohm's law can be written as1-18-1

j = oxE + >b (3)

where the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (3) is the neoclassical ohmic cur-
rent • with G\ containing the trapped-particle effect; the second term is the bootstrap
current (i. e. t the diffusiion driven current).

According to the neoclassical theory the current density can be written as
j = (xo(E + HVTBq) (4)

where Bp is the poloidal component of the magnetic field > H (which is about 1) is
a weak function of collision parameters * <r0 is Spitzer conductivity * Vt is the radial
plasma flow velocity (which equals the sum of the pressure-gradient-driven and
electric drift driven radial flow velocities1-17-1).

dr r r ~ ( 5 )

(6)

BP

Y is dependent on collision frequency.
In the usual tokamak experiments • v^Rq/V^n «* 1 , maximum Y is Yp «* el/2

for the plateau regime and Y « Yp « 1 for the banana and plateau regimes.
Since the effect of Y is negligible • the above equations become

Using the expression of bootstrap currentCl8]

we obtain

Form the above equations, it can be seen that the neoclassical theory leads to
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( B2\
—-=£j in the expression of electric conductivity, and

B2 2(e2 -4- B2/B2}
0O j^E is approximately of the same order of magnitude as jyp A » the

current density returns to j «s <J0E . This shows that taking account of the bootstrap
current, the neoclassical conductivity is a approximation to the classical, and the ex-
tended neoclassical assumption is not necessary.

Now let us calculate Z& using the equation (9).
Supposing

(11)

The Spitzer conductivity is

°~
Substituting Eqs. (11) and (12) into Eq. (10), we obtain

B2 ^n.5
J =

1 -
5. 23lnJl

Integrating Eq. (13), we have

where

B2-,

(14)

(16)

In the above equations, 7P is plasma current, Vp is the loop voltage. According to

Rusenbluth's formula1-19-' for the banana regime, large aspect ratio and circular sec-

tion , jb can be written as

^ + 0. 27

(18)
Solving Eqs. (14) to (18), we can obtain Ẑ J which is calculated from the neoclassi-
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cal Ohm's law introducing the bootstrap current. The current density j 9 safety fac-

tor q and electric resistivity 7 are obtained from the following formulae:

(19)

- §) (20)

= 5 ' 5 ' l « ) 7 ^
T(kG)

(21)

The above results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

The expressions of electron temperature profile and electron density profile are

[ P — i°ol ̂  ( P — /°olS"'

—rj7— ,Ne(p) = AU ^-Tjf— • which data comes from the
rvTe J I yyNe J

Thomson scattering diagnostic, where T w and N^ are the central temperature and

density, Wtt , W^ are the profile widths of Te and Ne , 5te and S^ are the shape of

Te and Ne. p is the normalized radius of flux surface. In order to compare the exper-

iments with the above theory, we adopt a set of the experiment data (shot No.

144412) from the TEXT tokamak experiment: 7P = 200kA,7p = 2. 5 V , # T =

2 T , # = 1 0 5 c m , a = 27cm,Teo = 778eV,5Te = 2 . 3 , 7 ^ = 3.3 X 1013(cm"3) ,SNe

= 4 , Substituting the above data into the electric conductivity expressions of the

Spitzer theory, neoclassical theory and neoclassical Ohm's law after introducing the

bootstrap current, we obtain the various effective Z s

Z£ = 1. 80 ,ZJ = 0. 85 ,Z^ = 1. 77

It can be seen that Ẑ J is very close to ZJ{.

Compansons of the values among 9*p»<7nc»

q1* and among ^7»7T • TV are in Fig. 2 and

Fig. 3.

4 CONCLUSION

The result of comparing the tokamak

experiments with the above theories can be

summarized as follows: Fig* 2

( 1 ) The usual neoclassical theory

cannot explain all experimental phenomena. Especially for the clean discharges in

hydrogen, the Z^ , which is obtained from the neoclassical resistivity with the
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trapped-particle modification! would be 16

less than unity (on D-III, PLT, JT-60, "

ASDEX, TEXT tokamaks). \ 10

(2) The extended neoclassical theory * 8

(where the electron-electron collision rate

is anomalous, while the electron-ion colli- 2

sion rate is unaffected) can explain some °ô Vo*2~~o*3~o*4 0̂ 5 0^ 0.7 0.8 0.9

experiments qualitatively, but it cannot rfR

explain the other experiments (for exam- Fig. 3 The resistivity from different

pie, TFTR, JET, JT-60). m<x*els

(3) The modified Ohm's law, where are introduced both the trapped-particle

effect and the diffusion driven current resulting from the momentum transfer be-

tween the passing particles and the trapping particles, is more compatible with the

experiments. The Z ^ obtained from the modified Ohm's law is better approxima-

tion to Z J .
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